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the Select Committee - TMI on May 10th and May' lith in the
Majority Caucus Room.
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Secretary of Budget & Administration
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N CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: I would like to call to order the

Friday morning meeting of the Select Committee on Three Mile

Island. A couple of notes, first. Next week we thought the

General Assembly would not be in session. It is my understand-

ing that there will be a token session on Thursday of next

week. It's my understandin6 that the following week we will
m y .c u r m . . .. .m m. .u y . . . . ,, . _ . - , - , . ,. , ,, .. , ,,,, .

be in session for five days.

It is my intention of tryin6 to call a working

session of this Committee. During the morning will be either

Wednesday or Thursday or Friday of next week that we come back

into session to discuss future schedules, sub-committees and

other items of importance.

Peg Foran has for you a couple of handouts that

were requested yesterday when we met with Colonel Henderson

and the Emergency Management people. So, those of you who

did not get them, pick them up from Peg Foran before you leave.

There is a reproduction.of that booklet on radioactivity,,g . .v, ..g - 1 m . .., ,. . ,- . ~ . . , , . _ , , , _..
-

and there is a list of those members of the Advisory Committee

that was conducted yesterday.

Our witness this norning is Secretary of Budget and

Administration, Dr. Robert Wilburn. Dr. Wilburn is the

Director of the Air Force Academy, served on active duty in

the Pentagon, Vice-President of Chase National Bank, President

of Indiana University of Pennsylvania.

He comes before us this morning as Chief of Staff in.

'
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the Governor's Office from the Three Mile Island a ' air. Ite

is my understanding that the Doctor does nct have a prepared,

statement. I gave him a list of questions that arose yester-

day. I would suggest that he make some comments and try to

handle one questions that I have suggested to him. Dr. W11 burn,

, so v..c.o , ,,9/ .- 4 ..4 ,. -u. , 4 , .x ... . ., , ,. ,

we are listening. *

SECRETAP.Y WILBURN: Before we start, I would like to

clarify what my role was durinE this incident. I do not think

that the title Chief of Staff would really be an appropriate

one for me. If that titic should be given to anyone, I

believe it should be given to Jay Walderman (phonetic). There

were about a half a dozen of us who virtually lived with the,,

/

(r'' Governor during the period of Three Mile Island crisis and, I

believe, served in the role as advisor and close aides to the

Gov 3rnor to do whatever he could to assist in that situation.

During the period of the crisis, the Governor did
.+ c a , . .. ,c ,,,aa; w. . .,

rely upon me from time to time to do a more in depth look at

our evacuation plans and our emerEency preparedness planning.

From time to time, I did do that evaluation and go back and

forth between PEMA with the Governor and county agencies and

so forth.

With that, let me try to answer the questions that

were raised.

The only thing that I did w?nt to add was that my

involvement in this crisis really begaa on Friday morning at9
,

4
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approximately 9:30 A.M. and continued through approximately

the next Wednesday. I really was not involved prior to Friday

morning, prior to the crisis when it did escalate.

The first question that was just given to me says,

"as the Governor's r1 ht-hand man during this crisis, who wereE

" ~ ^ * ' ' y5u 'and 'th$ ~0cvdrnor listening 'to'ind' hoO 'Euch reliability did
~

you have in the ir. formation that you received?"

Again, I w0uld remind you that I started my involve-

ment at 9:30 on Friday morning. At that time, of cource, this

is when the crisis had escalated considerably. It was at that

time that we were receiving information from the NRC from

10:00 that morning we had a telephone call. We placed a call,
! )
(g/ rather, to Chairman Hendrie. We later, within that hour,

talked to the President of the United States.

Later that morning, we received input from several

people in the White House, including Mr. Jack Watson, Mr. Gene
.. w .., :., . ~ . . .

,-

Hietenberg (phonetic), Jessica Huppman (phonetic) . ' We alco' *

received input, of course, continually frem our Department.of

Environmental Resources, from our Department of Agriculture,

of course from the Emergency Management Center, Lieutenant

Governor's Office, continually all this information was coming

into the Governor's Office. We were trying to sort out this

information to the beat way we could.

It says here, "from whom were you getting your advice

about the severity of the problem?"
( .

. . ,

,

. . .; .

. .
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The severity of the problem, the advice was coming

principally from the NRC and from the Department of Environ-

mental Resources. From those two principal sources, we were

getting the information about how serious the problem was. Of

course, our own Department of Environmental Resources was

"4'* 11elhifid work 'with'us"as a" check against the inpdt? t?.at we'

were getting from the NRC. It is true that we were getting

some conflic ting advice in the early morning. However, after

Mr. Denton was on the site, we tended to get things in a much

more coordinated fashion. I think we had a much greater

reliability as soon as we had someone that we had considerable'

_
faith in on site. In fact, the call that was made to the

!
'

(f President that morning, we requested that we have a single

senior source of information concerning the site and the

Governor did request that they send the best available persen

and the President responded by sending Mr. Denten. I think
r.,. . . i:. .

.

from that point on, the information difficulty was greatly
.e . . . . . ~ . . ~ .. . .. . . ,.

reduced after Mr. Denton arrived on the scene.

The next question that is here is, "what was the

opinion of your Command . Post as to the reliability of the

information you were Ectting?"

From my point of view, the information that we were

receiving from on the site was much better than the informatior

that we wele receiving from off the site. The information

' that we were receiving -- and by off the site, I mean from

.

k
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Washington. It really wasn't until Mr. Denton arrived on site

and did an on-site analysis of what the situation was, I

believe that we really began to have everything sort of

coalesce.

Prior to that point, we were getting advice from
., a eu .g g g s of h M f M k n M ur'e".' We were getting

,

all kinds of information. I think the most reliable informaticn

certainly did come from Mr. Denton, once he was here. We also

placed great faith in the information we were getting from our

own Department of Environmental Resources on their readings

and on the extent of problems as they were reporting it. We

were getting other statements that had less than theirs.

Next one is, "what was your personal opinion as to

the reliability of the information?"

Again, I guess it depends on the source. I think that

the Governor had a very good picture from Friday morning on of
- : .y .s 7 . 1 ., , .. _,.._

what the potential threats were that began to develop during

that Friday of what the potential threats were that existed.

I think that as soon as we began to interact with the r1 htE

peopic at the !!RC and with the right people in the White IIouse,

we began to get a much better and much clearer picture and

this was beginning to unfold throughout the morning. I think

that we certainly had as good a picture as was possible, given

the circumstances throughout that day.

The ne::t question, "did you ever feel frustrated in

@
'

-
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9
your attempts to Eet what you considered reliable information

under the circumstances?"

We were continually frustrated becauce we always

wanted to get better information. Of course, we were always

trying to ask the questions about what is the worst possible

tNbig 'tf15t "ceb1d ' happen. '5Eht iiind' of Icad' time do we have"' ' '
-

and to question and cross-examine the various sources of

information to try and determine whether or not we were, in

fact, cetting " reliable information". I think it's fair to

say that no cource was considered without this kind of cross-

examination. I have to admit that I personally felt some

_
great respect for the skills that one develops as a prosecutor

: 1
'

in watching Mr. Walderman and the Governor cross-examine the..

various witnesses in trying to determine exactly what infor-

mation -- trying to find con'flicts, trying to make sure that

the information that they were getting ras the best possibic
, . .,s . . , , ,~m ,, .. .

information and asking the same questions many different ways.

I thought through this whole process that we were

getting the best information that the people we were getting

the information from had. It was always frustrating. The

question, were you frustrated? We were always frustrated

throughout this entire neriod because there is always that

doubt. There is always a question you wanted to have better

information and we tried to get the best information we could.

The next question is, "what do you suggest could be9
_

c4

4
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done to correct the problem of reliability and information?"

I think we have learned many things from this

inc ident . I think that in the future, if we would have had the

kind of response that occurred with Mr. Denton being here even

earlier, of course, the problem would have been even bet er

a s,. od p , 6 d 'undsr'controir * I' think' that 'if individuals' are dispatched
as soon as possible on both the technical side as well as the

evacuation side, with assistance from the federal government

on the evacuation side, also, I think as ccon as-these people
can be on the site, the better. Perhaps this can provide a

laboratory experiment in which in the future some of these

prob 1c.is won't occur again and we will have more reliable

O(,g information more . quic kly. I don't know if I answered those

questions, but that's what I think.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Bennett, Reid

Bennett, has a question to ask.

e , , u, .g. ,, n , ., ,,,.e,,. ., ,,.)v: . - _ . , o ., . , , , + .,

BY REPRESENTATIVE BENNETT:

Q Mr. Wil. burn --

A Yes, sir.

Q For the record, will you tell us what your official

position is with the Administration?

~

A I am Secretary of Budget and Administration. In

that position, I have reporting to me the Office of Budget,

the Office of Personnel and the Office of Administration.

0,)
.-t ,

<-, 3., s..

'
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Q And, again, when did you personally become involved

with the Three Mile Island incident?

A Sir, at 9:30 on Friday morning.

Q The date?

A This would have been March 30th, I believe.
4 . . . . . /v . . . . , . y +. 5.<,,...

, n s . . . . , . .. ,. . , , . . . . .

Q Fbrch 30. I notice this morning an article in the

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette with today's date, an indication that

there is come possible misunderstanding about the recommendations

of an evacuation. Do you personally know anything about that?

Do you personally know whether or not an evacuation was ordered

or suggested by any federal or state agency?
'

A During the time that I was with the Governor, there, _s

ka was never a recommendation frcm anyone -- any state official

concerning an evacuaticn. I entered his office, as I said,

around 9:30 on Friday n.orning. At that time there was concern

about a recommendation that had come from Dr. Collins at the
9wo .

,
. m ,, , ,, ,

NRC.

This is when we were attempting to reach Chairman

Hendrie to discuss that recommendation further, to find out

who the individual was and -what kind of information that
recommendation was based on, what kind of readings that was

based on. The only sout e that I was aware of of that

recommendation was Dr. Collins from the NEC.

Q And did you then reach Hendrie?

,'~ A Yes, we did .
t -

n.s

. ..
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Q And what did he say to you?

A Dr. Hendrie -- this phone call was between the

Governor and Dr. Hendrie on speaker phcnes. So, I did have

an opportunity te listen and alsc to ask questions. If I

remember correctly, thare were two phone calls that morning
. ...i3 4, ,Jsi t a 1 , s. , , .. .

with Dr. Hendrie.

During the first phcne call, i t was recommended by

Dr. Hendrie that no evacuation take place, that it was not

called for by the information that they had at that time and

that he was JuggestinE that we pdt cut an alert to stay indoors

just as a precaution. That was the contents of the first phone

call, to the best of my recollection.
_

/

),

'
O Will you then tell us what the second phone call wass.

if it's important to the first one.

A The second phone call that occurred had approximately,

I believe it was just before noon, 11: 30, 11: 45 During that

thatphoneconhersationitwas'recommendedbyphon 2 call

Chairman Hendrie that the Governor put out the advisory cn

the -- this was a discussion between the OcVernor, actually,

and Chairman Hendrie. I believe that it was a jointly arrived

at recommendation, to the best of my recollection and conver-

sation, that the best thing to do would be to put out these

advisories on pregnant women within the five mile area and

the pre-school aged children. This was being done as a purely

~

precautionary measure at that time. I think we would recognizc
, ,

w,

i
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it as bein6 very precautionary.

; Q And that reconcendation was made by Dr. Hendrie to

the Governor?

A Yes, sir, this was in the second phone call at 11:45

Q The Governor indicated to us yesterday that his

up , ,t+.4 i,v,.# . . '. , n - 4 e n a .. ~ .o , ~ . . . > , . . be c a'u se ' o f . ,; . -position on tb5' eiacuation was 'not, to orde,r on.e, ,~ ,

a come kind of passibility of a mass panic. Do you agree with

that?

A I'm sorry, sir, could you repeat the first part of

that?

Q -The Governor' indicated to us yesterday in his

I
statement that he was reluctant to suggest or order an

3
-

evacuation because of fear of a mass panic.s.

A Yes, sir,
i .

Q Do you agree with that?'

A Yes, sir, I believe that this is something that one
'+ .w ; . :s .,.i... .. . . , . ,, w, , , ,, . . , ,. . .. .,

.

does get a cense for during the course of a crisis and there

were periods in which the sense of panic within che populace

seemed to be greater than at others. I believe that just by

looking at the mass migration of people, it appeared to be

I no risk at all in the way they were moving out of the area,

but there was a very high level of fear and anxiety within the

general population. There was always potential of fear and

panic. I felt that very clearly during the entire period.

fg Q Do you know Mr. Thomas Lloyd?

.(/
_

. A
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A I don't recognize --

Q Let me sugEest to you that he is a Supervisor.in
some capacity at Three Mile Island.

A Sir, I do not know him, perscnally.

Q Are you personally aware of any statement made by
pe,b.,4.h &~ :Mr.'Llopd"to' Mr. 'HendeIs6n tiha't" tincy were~ pie $ritig" to' evacuate ''

the Island and succested that an evacuation take place?
A No, sir.

REPRESENTATIVE RENNETT: Mr. Chairman, I have no

further questions at this time, but I may have some later.

CHAIRMANWRIGHT: Representative O'Brien.

g BY REPRESENTATIVE 0'BRIEN:
)

Q Doc tor, you told me -- or you made a statement that

you took over Friday. Did you work with Colonel Henderson?
,

A Sir, I worked out of theGovernor's Office and I was

,,,,,,;,,g, .doing essentially what special projects or activities he. asked

me to do for him. I did not work as such with Colonel
Henderson. I mean, I worked with him but not directly at his

office.

Q You said you worked with the evacuation plan?
A Yes, sir.

Q Colonel Henderson took us over to his headquarters

yesterday and showed us the evacuation plan he had. Did you

have a different evacuation plan?

()L A No, sir, the Governor asked me to go and do an

u .
.

-

'
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evaluation to try to determine to the best of my ability, how

good the evacuation plan was, what possible holes there might

be in the evacuation plan, whether or not I felt the evacuatior

plan was workable and so forth. I was looking at it purely

from an extension from the Governor's Office and at no time
'/A dM 'I'h''6d'pt '5e Nhfere 'w6 de operuion' 'of PEMA, ' which '> - " '

was entirely under the control of Dr. Henderson.

Q Well, you didn't work directly with Colonel Henderson

with his evacuation plan, you were working on a separate one?

A No, sir, I was trying to help review the evacuation

plans that Colonel Henderson had, to try to see if there were

any holes in the plan; and too, if there were any, to keep

them filled; and to keep the Governor apprised of the evacuation

plan as then exiated.

Q Do you think that you and Governor Scranton used

Colonel Henderson at all times? Was he in all of those
py., , , , ,,. ,

meetings that you had or were there some secret meetinEs that

were held?

A I think that Colonel Henderson was involved in --

not in every meeting, certainly, but he was involved in every

meeting where appropriate.

Q Why wouldn't he, as the Director and the knowledge

that he has? I'm not knocking Governor Scranton because I

don't care who it is, when their life is involved, but here

is somebody in an office who is experienced and everything else9 .

,

E

>
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Then somebody like Governor Scranton coming in and somebody

like myself just walk in off the street and then they're going

to take over right away and bypass somebcdy like Colonel

Henderson? Ycurself, do you have more experience in evacuatior

plans than you feel that maybe Colonel Henderson would have?
. . , u ,,; , , v.. .s g4 ,,3 3,_ . . , ,- c,, z, . , ,e.. . . , , ,

A Uc, sir, I don't really believe we attempted to

interfere --

Q Then why would the Governor take you and consider you

an expert?

A I believe what the Governor was doing was asking me

to go down and 1cok at the evacuation plans, do a cross-check.

I think he was very concerned that we do everything we could

to make sure that we had the best possible plans available.

At no time did we interfere with the operation of those plans

or with the organization of PEMA.

However, I do think that the Governor should be very
, , . , ,

,

concarned about the adequacy of those plans, should crcus-check

them, that it makes a lot of sense from my point of view to be

continually reviewing them even during the crisis and to be

sure that there are no holes and if there are, to make.sure

that they get pluEged up.

Q Doctor, whose plans were you evaluating?

A Sir, we were looking at the plans that Colonel

Henderson had for the integration of the county plans. We

were trying to ask questions and make sure that those questiono ,

.

*

_
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in fact, someone was addressing them. We were continually

cross-checking each other to make sure that we weren't missinE

anything, We were talking with the state police continually.

We were talking with General Scott of the National Guard. We

talked with County Directors. We talked with PEMA officials,

" ' ' ' ' 'just' t'rping' td' check 'and cross-check 'and make 'sure that every-

thing fit together. So, if an evacuation would have to be

called, it could be done in the most efficient and effective

manner possible.

Q Doctor, do you think that Colonel Henderson wasn't

telling the truth yesterday when he made the statement that he

told Governor Scranton and Governor Thornburgh that he

recommended an evacuation?

A No, sir, I wouldn't say that.

Q Do you think he is~ making it up?

A No, sir, what I said was that when I first came into
'

/ . J e . . - . . . s,, ,

this situation around 9:30 on Friday morning, that the Governor

was very concerned about a recommendation that he viewed as

having received from two sources, Colonel Henderson and Dr.

Collins concerning his recommendation of an evacuation. He

was trying to determine whether or not that recommendation

held any substance at all or whether or not it was based on

any kind of facts and what kind of facts it was based on and

so forth. That was my understan' ding of the situation.

Q Doctor, where I am concerned, yesterday Governor

9

.
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9
Thornburgh testified with me asking the question that I am

concerned that liRC had no one here. The cocpany had no one

here present that had the knowledge to advise the Governor or

anybody else how sericus that problem was and when a dose would

come out, would be a serious dose. He agreed with me that in
... r.v p v : . . - e- , <. ., . , , .. ,-

his mind, he . agreed that no one was there, a,aso-called expert.,

Do you feel that there was anybcdy there that you could rely

on any more than the Governor?

A Uhen Mr. Denton came in and started to analyze the

situation, he made the statement that he thought that the

staffing was very thin and he said it in such a way that the --

Q A11 Tight, let's to to that point. In other words,

what I am saying and I want it on the record, up until that

point, people are issuing statementa and it was all Buesswork.

The Governor, Colonel Henderson, everybcdy else couldn't tell

what to do, to advise people what to do at that point. There
-

. . , ma , . - , , ,

was no one there knowledgeabic to advise anybody whether they

should evacuate or shouldn't ovacuate.

A I would say that we certainly would have desired to

have better informaticn. To say that there was no information

is not correct. We were receiving information from the plant.

We were receiving information from our own Department of

Environmental Resources. There were NRC people on the site

from Wednesday morning on. So, we were --

Q Now, I made it very clear that I am not 100 percentg

.
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,

an NRC sponsor. I feel that they have made so many mistakes

over the years that I wouldn't rely on their judgment.

A Sir, I think it was clear that we were getting very

conflic ting information that we had difficulty filtering. We

did not feel comfortabic with the information we were cetting
'

untIl Nr. Denbo'n ' arrived on the scene. ' ' " "' " ' "' ""

Q !!ow, when you cay out of all of thic, we thank God

that it came out the way it did, but we were lucky because of

the information we were getting. It really could have happened

the other way and those people would not have had time to

evacuate.

A We uere getting information, however, that we did
i
s;/ believe was accurate, on what actually did happen. The

question wac what the potential ricks were. I think at that

point there were conflic ting' reports.

REPRESEliTATIVE O'ERIEN: I will have further
', . . ,-r 4, , w, .. , ,

questions later, Mr. Chairman.

ICHAIRMAIT 'TRIGliT: . Representative Geesey.

BY REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY:

Q Mr. Secretary, you mentioned three times during the

course of your testimony the phrase "conflic ting advice."

Specifically, what kind of conflicting advice are you referring

to?

A I guess I should say conflicting information.

j

1

. ..
I
\

.~.
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Q Well, you caid that once and conflic ting advice

twice.

A Okay, I guess it would be better to be conflicting

information. The only advice t':at I gucco wa received that.

ycu could call conflic ting was from Dr. Collins. When we Ect
~ .:.y r 4, , ,,~ 3 . e.-down. o tS3 HRC to talk ,uit[h 'Chairnan "Hendrie, that'was * * *

'
, reversed innediately and he said that he did not support that'

reccamendation. Apart from that, the advice itself was fairly

consistent.

Q 3pecifically, what advice or information were ycu

given by Dr. Collinn?

A Well, it's my understanding that Dr. Ccllina had
(,
(c recommended an evacuation.

Q Was there any other instancos that you can recall

where conflicting information or advice occurred?

A None stand out. It 's my understanding, and again,
,&. -

.- 6a. , , . ..

that theI was not present during Wednesday and Thursday,

information uas more conflicting durinE that period than it

was from Friday on. From Friday on, I think the biggest one

that stands out in tm/ mind is that one.

Q Where was Dr. Collina at the time that he gave you

that information?

A I really can't answer that question. I don't know.

You know, this was second-hand information to me. So, you

will have to ask someone else.p]
G

_

" P
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Q Since you were substantially involved in trying to

resolve the difficultics that occurred doun there, I am certain

that you must have formulated some sort of opinion en the

performance of the NRC prior to the accident. Would you care

to provide the Committee with the opinion that you formulated
W. .g g . . . .

. . ,. ,. ... . ...v. .-

A I guess my comment would be that it can't be too

favorable because of the mere statement that Mr. Denton made

about how thin the technical staff was at the plant. It would

seem to me that that's a larCe responsibility of the NRC, to

assure that there exis'ts adequate staff, adequate regarding

the nature of the plant. That's part of the licensing function,

I feel. I was very concerned about how the licensing actually

occurc and that whether or not sufficient consideration is

given to whether or not the people that are going to run these

planta are actually prepared and arte the technical staff at
., .s. , :, . ,

th2 s*te to run the plant. So, la that regard, I would have

great concern about the NRC's role prior to the actual incident

eccurring.

Q Are you auare of or have you formed an opinion of

NRC's previous knowledge of problems at the plant and their

failure to take corrective measures?

A The only thing that I know about is what I have

read in the newspapers about the prior knowledge that the NRC

had had, and of course I would share this with the same concerr.9
r

.2 ~ ; :. . . c . . ..:. .. :. . . . . ,.
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that ycu do and others, that if they have this information

and nothing was done with it, I'm very concerned.

Q Nell, I guess what you are really saying is that the
s

NEC 's performance prior to the acc tdent was something less thar !, .
i

adequate? !
.1 .nh , s ,. A , . --

. ... <. . .a-. ~ .. - ;;
'

..

A. . n ,That would be my personal opinion.
. ..

Q Substantially less?

A Yes.

REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY: Thank you, no further

questions.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Freind.

BY REPRESENTATIVE FREIND:

Q Secretary, I had a question that I wanted to ask the

Governor or Lieutenant Governor yesterday and I didn't have

a chance to. One thing that we are aware of is the fac t that

s es 'er- in nuclear power plants, there are Just employees and utility'
companies there during normal -- in the absence of a disaster.

A Yes, my understanding is that at some plants there

are liRC people permanently stationed there, but not at this

one.

Q That's right. As a matter of fact, when we toured

the plant, they told us that for four hours when there was a

problem, approximately four hours, they never notified the

Eovernment, because their plans state that until they declare

t
-

P r

t
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9
an on-site emergency, they don't have to notify anyone. So,

during that period of time, they have their own people with

their own equipment. Now, I am not making any accusations,

but if they wanted to, they could lie and no one would ever

know. A utility company facing a problem like that has
r c. ..,, c. we.c.n <

. . , .. v. . , , . ,, , . ,. , . ...

their best interest in lying. Do you feel one way, at least

from the issue of credibility, because we had a credibility

problem for the first couple of days, is taking their reading

from their people? Do you think there should be a regulation

that some kind of government personnel should be on site at

all times with their own equipment at that nuclear power plant?

A I personally feel if you look at the relatively small

number of nuclear plants there are around the country, 70 or

80, that that would be a wise thing to do.

REPRESENTATIVE FREIND: Thank you. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman,
w.,% . m. ,, ,, ., ,

CHAIRMAN "RIGHT: Representative Cohen.

REPRESENTATIVE COHEN: Thank you.

BY REPRESENTATIVE COHEN:

Q At the beginning of your statement, you said that

there were a half a dozen people meeting with the Governor

regularly during the crisis, including yourself.

A Yec, cir.

Q Uho were these people?

A The Governor, the Lieutenant Governor, Jay Walderman;
_

* O
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myself, Paul Critchlum (phonetic) --

Q Uho?

A Paul Critchlum, Martin Aus (phonetic). Those, I

believe, would be the ones that were there most of the time.

O All right, thank you. When Governor Thornburgh

a; n;u
. . . :. , .. ~ .

. . ,, ..

was substantially the same as the statement that he had given

to the U. S. S3nate Investigating Committee that he testified

before, which as Representative Hooffel pointed out yesterday,'

when he testified before the Senate, he recommended state

licensing of personnel and the facility. When he testified

before us, that recommendation was emitted. Does that omissior.
,.

f recommand a chanEe in policy by this administration?

A I can't really answer that. I can give you what my

opinion is, but I can't say 'what the official policy is becausc
I haven't discussed it with the Governor,

w. r, . m .,:.
_ _

.,

0 Is it your position that you personally favor state

licensing?

A I personally feel we should have some input into

the licensing program. I am not arguing for state licensing,

but I think there should be come input. I really can't specif3

what that decree is. I think that requires a considerable

amount of effort and research.

0 You were assigned to evaluate Colonel Henderson's

evacuation plan?

@

.
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A Yes, sir.

Q What was ycur conclusion?

A My conclucicn was that we could have conducted a

five mile evacuation. Although I wasn't there on Wednesday,

I believe it wculd have been possible to do that Wednesday.
. . c ., 1 . . . u. x , . . . ..cc , ,,. , .s . . _ , . , , . # , , ,

I believe that the time for a five mile evacuaticn diminished

considerably as we bec ame more and more alert and as, of

course, scme of the people moved out of the crea. Probably,

it was cut in half by late Saturday nicht. I feel that we

could have acccmplished the ten mile evacuation by midnight

Saturday night, that wculd be March 31st.

Q How much lead time would have been necessary?

A Again, as was correctly pointed out a minute ago,

I am not really an e.v. pert on these things. I rely on the

advice from the people from the faderal gcVernment, from the

state police, frcm PEMA; but there did seem to be some
.- ma u . - .-q. , ,

rcasonable concurrence on the time estimates. It was felt

that it uculd probably take- somev:hore around five to six hours

at the beginning of the period for a five mile evacuation.

Ey Saturday night, that time was probably cut down to three

hours. We were estimating that it uculd probably be six or

seven hours or maybe eight hours, let's say, for a ten mile

evacuation. These were -- let's say that any of the estimates

that I was getting from state police, from national guard,

frcm PEMA, we vere just trying to bring together and see if

, - ,. .
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we all agree on them.

Q Had there been a meltdown, how much notice would

there have been?

A Again, that's a very difficult question to answer. ,

I'm not an expert or anythinc. So, from everything that we
i. . , w.t . > , . .- .. , , ...

,. , , , . . , . . . . . . . r..,

were learning of this crisis, it would depend on how the melt-

down occurred, what the sequence of events were. I believe

that they were talking about s..nething like a 24-hour minimum

lead time on the meltdoun. That was my understanding of the

technical discussions that were going on.

Q So, taking that 2h-hour lead, there would have been

plenty of time to order an evacuation?

A Yes, sir.

Q '4hy was there no disaster declared by the Governor?

A I believe and it $7as my readint of the situation that

during this whole period, that individuals were very much on
, . ve . .. _ ,, .

.
, ,;,_

the verge of panic, that any kind of escalation of the statemer t

of the problem could have had dire consequences in and of itse]f.

Go, there was a real attempt on the part of the Governor to try

to maintain stability. This was discussed at length with

federal officials, continually. We were assured by federal

officials in the Uhite House, the closest udvisors to the

President, that we would be civen all the assistance that we

would be receiving had a disaster been declared. They agreed

with us and, in fact, encouraged us not to declare a disaster.

,

q,$ e *

%~ sz

. . . . . .
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.

They thought this would also escalate the problem and would

cause greater consequences than should occur at that time.

Q Were you aware, was Governor Thornburgh aware that

failure to dec1cre a disaster uculd hurt individuals in the

area, who would thus te ineligible for aid and insurance
. 3.. s ; e t y . .m , , s. s . 7%. , ; ,, ... . , ., , . , . c. . . , , . , , , , , , , ,

4

benefits? .
, ,, ,,,

.

;
A t'e '<:ere told by White House officials at the very

highest level that we would receive the same assistance and

they would take available to us and make every effort to do

that.

C What was the time frame given for receiving this

assistance? As of today, that assistance has not been received

by the individuals.

A As I understand it, the only assistance that's been

provided to date is the availability of small business admin-

istration loans for individuals who received the inpact. One {
<.a s.7%,,. ,m4. , , . ., , , , - ,, . , , ,

cf the difficulties in this crisis, unlike a flood or hurricane

er some other natural disaster, it's difficult to determine

exactly uhat the consequences are, what the lesses are and

that I think one of the critical things that we have to do is I

study this to the extent that it's possible to determ!ne what |

the implicatiens and impacts are. I don't know had a disaster

been declared, if any individuals would have received payment.

Q Are you aware that under state law the individuals

g would be entitled to receive up to $5 million in *he current

. .
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C
W)

EmerEency Management Act of 1978 from state funds, merely had

the Governor declared a disaster?

A I am aware of that Act. Mr. Bittenbender is with

me here today and I guess he could answer those questions

better than I could. I don't recall all the technicalities

of* that Ac t ' C ' ', m ~ ~ * * " <i. me- ." - aua- - ' " - < ' '

Q Was there any discussion with the insurance companies

about the consequences of the failure to declare disaster?

A No, there was not. At that time, we did not have

discussions with insurance companies, to the best of my

knowledge. Now, whether or not someone else did, I can't

answer that.

/"3(j Q Were there any discussions with insurance companies

about licensing?

A I did not, personally, and I am not aware that

anyone else did .

'"' 'Q' ''Wasi.there~any' discussions ~with insurance experts' " ' ' ' '
<

about the consequences of the disaster?

A Not that I am aware of.

REPRESENTATIVE C0 KEN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Itkin.'

BI REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN:

Q Dr. Wilburn, would you say that you were one of the

most trusted advisors of the Governor during this period of

) time?

. .

, .

- -,e
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A Yes, sir.

'

Q Would you also say it's fair to say that when any

critical decision was made that you were privy to those

discussions?

A I am not sure that I was privy to all of the

'd'iscuIsio'ns,'since at' times I was vdt"a'vailable. 'I'may have' '" ~ ' '

been elsewhere working on another piece of the problem.

!Certainly I was available or present in providing recommendations

on many of the discussions.

Q You mentioned to the Committee that your first time

of involvement was 9:30 A.M. on Friday, March 30?

A Yes.
r~N
kg '' Q Prior to that time, what was your knowledge of the

situation?

A I intentionally stdyed away from the problem up until

Friday morning. The reason for that was my involvement in
. s - 1 . ,, . .

. ,_ ,

,

other issues and other problems. It was not until Friday

morning when the situation began to escalate that the Governor

asked me to become involved.

Q You mentioned, therefore, that you basically had no

more than a layman's knowled e of the situation prior to theE

30th of March?

A That is correct.

Q ~At 9:30, you mentioned that the situation escalated,

r A Yes.p
,

M.,

?
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I

Q How did you know that the situation had escalated?

A Well, I guess for two reasons: the fact that the
.

Governor asked me to become involved and it's his statement

of fact that the problem was escalated; and the other one is

the layman's knowledge that I had -- I certainly was reading

-
*

everything' that was coming out" to that point.' 'I just had not

been involved in the meetings and in the discussions up to

that time.

Q On the morning of March 30 at 9:30 or shortly there-

after --

A Yes, sir.
!

Q -- what was the problem to the best of your knowledge ? !

(I A To the best of my knowledge at that time there had

been an uncontrolled -- at that time it was called an !
l

" uncontrolled release of radioactive material" that was !

unanticipated that gave us the concern that the situation was
r, ,. n,. , . .. . . . . , ,

Atnot in as good of control as we had previously thought.

that point, we were very concerned about -- and we were told
!

up to that point that the situation was in control; that there I

would be no more uncontrolled releases. When that release

occurred and it caused us Ereat concern about what was goin6

to happen next.

Q Was that the depth of knowledge that you had on the

morning of March 30th that there was an uncontrolled release

.~ of some magnitude of some problem that no one seemed to know-

h
F

.-
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exactly what had happened and no one seemed to be able to

communicate to you or to the Governor or to the other members

of the staff what had happened at that point?

A Now, you are talking about my personal knowled e at6

that point.
, ,i . a _ . < a, a , s , ,,, ,. , , ,,, ,. ,,, , ', , ,,, i. w .a. A . , .: s. ,

-

,

Q Yes.

A The Governor's knowledge at that point certainly

wasn't in much bigger detail than mine was. I think the

knowledge of Mr. Walderman and the Lieutenant Governor

certainly wasn't in much bigger detail at that point. As I

that wac really 'he point at which I entered into thistsaid,

problem.p_

(c'1 Q In other words, from your last response, am I to
.

assume that you did not know substantially all of the information

that the Governor had at hic' disposal at the time that he

involved you into this problem or subsequently thereafte ?

-
...m r. . , ., .x , , u,,,, : . , , ,, ,, ,

A I had at that point, I think, considerable amount

of the information that was. printed and was available and the

discussions that occurred. I don't think I knew everything,

certainly.

Q You said that you were a participant in the

discussions relative to an evacuation?

A Yes, sir.

Q And that occurred during the morning of the 30th

after 9:30 A.M.?

-
. . .

I
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..

A That is correct. There were many participants in

those conversations, I might add.

Q To the best of your knowledEe, at the time of those

discussions, was there any more information of substance that

you have failed up to now - to communicate with this Committee?

q.- + ,, As, o w A > The information of substance-that was-most~important,

I believe, was the information that was -obtained from Chairman

Hendrie in Washington. This was a discussion on what had

happened, what could happen, what the potential lead times

were, what the worst possible case scenario would be. The two

questions that everybody provided us with information were .

always asked: what is the worst possible case? What could

() happen? What do we have to be concerned about? How much lead

time do we have, if that would occur? I don't think anyone

ever came into that office without being pinned down with

those questions and trying to get as much information from

"" " "" "' " "' those individuals as possible, about what was the worst *

possible case and how much lead time would we have.

Q What did Chairman Hendrie state, to the best of your

knowledge, as to what had happened and what was the scenario

of the worst events that could have occurred on the basis of

what had happened?

A To the best of my recollection, the discussion

centered, of course, upon the degree of fuel damaEe that had

occurred. It was not until later that day that the possibility

*
st ,

' , ,
**

|
,
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of hydrogen accumulation within the reactor was brought forward .

This was not knowninformation or discussed in the morning.

The discussion that morning centered around the likelihood of

further releases. I think Chairman Hendrie said that the

situation was stable at that time. There was no reason to
,o: . a........s.c.z.c ina .. - . . - m.. # ...,,..,u .. .,c.. . z...,

expect that there would be further releases, that he was going

to -- they would be monitoring and sending their best people

there. That was the picture that was being described to us.

Q Was it ever discussed that the release that occurred

on the morning of the 30th had nothing to do with what was

occurring in the primary system of the plant?

_.
A The discussions from Chairman Hendrie, I believe,

. s(' ;/ surrounded the fact that the release had occurred and, although

this release had occurred, it was not likely that there would

be any further future releases and the situation was stable.

I really can't go into much greater detail than that.
i+ - ~ .. : . . , .

.. .. , .

Q So, during the morning of the 30th, the Governor's

office was aware of the worsening condition of controlling

the plant?

A At that time it was being presented as a stable

situation to us by Chairman Hendrie, but that an uncontrolled

release had occurred and that the situation was one that was

obviously very critical. |

Q Did you or others in those discussions correlate |
|

('' this emission as having to do with the plant, itself? I mean |
L,

,

%
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.

the power plant, itself, in the reactor; or was it a separate

and distinct type of reaction occurring all about what was

going on in the plant?

A I'm trying to remember now exactly what I thought

Friday morning. It was very difficult for me to relate to it.

. < . ro eiem. e,- .+. . ., m, ._ .o,,, 4 , ,. q
We certainly learned a considerable'; amount about~th._e reactors

... . . . . .

over the next several days. At that point, I was certainly

even less than an expert than I was a few days after that. At

that time, we really knew not too much about the situation.

Q The public first learned about the problems within

the plant, itself, in terms of the reactors system, the cooling

down mode having trouble, not until 10:00 that evening. The

Governor at 12: 30 P.M. that day, some 9} hours earlier, held

a press conference in which he discussed the emissions which

had occurred earlier that mdrning.

A Yes, sir.
.n. m .s.n, ,c,. . , _ . ,.w..

, . _ ,, , , , _ _ , _ _. _. _,,

Q And it was, I think, understood by all that his
~

precautions were based on the factor of that emission and not

due to the worsening conditions of the plant, which he had

apparently from your testimony today, knowledge of.

A Let me understand what you are saying. What I was

saying was that the decision, to the best I can remember now,

was based on the fact that the emission had occurred, that

the Chairman said it was basically a stable situation. The

Chairman also said that he couldn't rule out the possibility

t
. .

J -g
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_

that there could be some other 1small releases of radioactive

material and that it was on this discussion that the situation

was made to evacuate -- to put out the advisory on pregnant

women and small children. That was the only information that

I was aware of at that time.

..ca .. o . . y ., A * " Q " Were-'you aware'or to'your knowledge ~was the Governor' "

'

aware of the cause of that particular emission and what was

going on in the plant that produced the emission?

A I certainly was not aware of it Friday morning and I

don't know if the Governor was. I was not aware of it at that

point.

Q It is our knowledge at least at the present time and

h that should have been early discerned, that the cause of the

emission was produced by an attempt that was made at the plant

to pump contaminated water back from the auxiliary building

into the containment building, which is completely divorced
''"""''

from th'e op'eration o'f the plantl~ ' ' " ' ~~ " ' ' ' "

A I understand. Again, I would remind you of the

timing sequence when I became involved in the situation. At

that point, I really, honestly can't say that I knew enough

about the situation to make that kind of a conclusion, personally;

I can't really answer that for the Governor.

Q Do you believe that if the Governor had not become

aware the morning of the 30th of the worsening condition of

the plant, that a consideration of evacuation would have been( ,)-

o

.- . ,
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-. .

necessary?

A The advisory was based, as I understand it, on the

fac t that a release had occurred, that they couldn't absolutely

guarantee that there wouldn't be any future releases, that they

were likely to be of a low level of release and that could,

n. . w : : . . . , . , . . ~. . .: s,. . . . u , . . . n. . . ..g.....

possibly, under the worst circumstances, pose a potential. ;',,,.. . .

danger to pregnant women and young children. That was the

reason for their advicory. That's really pretty much the

extent of my knowledge that morning,

Q What basis was the determination made that the level

of the release that was detected and with the appreciation
-

that there might be additional smaller amounts of additional
_.

\ releases occurring from the plant to necessitate the potentialx2

for an evacuation? You talked about the word scenario before.

This was -- at th' t time the recommendation was ;A a

coming from Chairman Hendrie in Washington.
. --w , % . - e y,t- , ., . , . .,,,-... . _ , . .

, ,

Q But that had to do with the worsening condition of

the plant and not with this emission which apparently occurred

in an attempt to pump water back from the auxiliary building

into the containment building.

A I guess maybe you are reading too much into my

statement about the worsening condition of the plant. Again,

I am not a scientist, but I wanted to say that what had |

occurred' up to that point is what Chairman Hendrie was basing

his recommendation on. I believe that it was based on the fact

"
..

,
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. . . . . .

that there had been this uncontrolled emission, that it was

possible. Again, talking about the worsening plant conditions,

there could be further emissions. If that would ccour, it

could pose some threat to pregnant women and young chf.1dren.

It was viewed as a very precautionary move on the part of the
6 . 9.. w m ; *. . a .. uu... .m . . ,

,c ,. . ..

Governor. It was not viewed as something, you kn,ow,- ,l'f I
. _ ,, . . .

remember the discussion that had to be done. It was sort of

a good safety precaution that: why don't we do this. That

would be their kind of discussion.

Q To follow along with this type of scenario, then,

the Governor did not believe, on the basis of the information

that he had, relative to what had happened with respect to the

emissions, the level of the emission, the cause of that emission

and what could happen in the future with respect to that

particular segment of the p'roblem, that an evacuation was not

necessary to protect the health and safety of the residents
- ' - ~ < ..., , ., , , , ,. . , . , ._;

,

in the surrounding communities?

A The conclusion was that morning that there was no

information that would warrant an evacuation.

Q The reason why I am pressing hard for answers is

because there appears to be a lot of discussions going on in

the past day or two in this hearing about an evacuation, about

the failure or perhaps the problems that may have resulted

from an evacuation. It leads the people to believe that one

gg of the principle reasons why an evacuation was not ordered was

.

^

?
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because of the apparent harm that could be caused to the public

if an evacuation order is issued. I would like to learn from

you as to whether or not that was a principle reason or whether

the principle reason was that the situation on the morning of

the 30th never warranted an evacuation?
u.+- , ,, i a.ra 4

. ...n.... ..u w.
A It was my understanding that the situation thad ,.. ,

,
"

morning never warranted an evacuation. I would add to that,

however, that if an evacuation were to do with cost -- even

if you didn't want it, you might do it. You continually had

to factor in the cost of an evacuation. It was my understandir g

that morning that the situation that morning did not warrant ar.

evacuation.,s

I 1

V REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Cowell.
.

BY REPRESENTATIVE COWELL:

1. . . q . , . Secretary Wilburn, I would like to return to somea. c.. .2.~

of your earlier comments. As I recall, when you were

describing your role starting Friday morning and thereaf ter

for the next several days, you indicated that one of the

things you were doing was to review your evacuation plans

and the other emergency plans. Then you noted, if I recall

correctly, specifically that you have been looking for holes

in the plan. Can you tell us what kind of holes you found,

if any?

9
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A Okay, the kind of questions that I was asking as I

looked at these plans, I was just double checking about

questions like on the -- let me give you one example. The

evacuation plan is very dependent upon using private automobiles

and buses. It's very dependent on having enough gasoline

adh11able. 'I think 'that'is one' hole'that existed prior to that' " ' " " k ~ ' ~* * '

point. We did then draft executive orders that would take over

the gasoline stations. We did contact the major oil companies

to make sure that there were sufficient tank trucks in the area

and gasoline in the area to have fuel for an evacuation, if,

in fact, it would have' occurred I think that's one thing that.

perhaps wasn't looked at completely. It was those kinds of

things, going in and asking questions about the mode & trans-

portation of school buses. Who's going to drive the school

buses? Are you sure the people are going to be there? It was

a cross-check, a cross-examination to make sure that they had
' " ~

gone through'~hl'1 hf 'thd dfffbrint a'spects of the eva'cuation~ ~~ '

plan so that -- you know, it was just double checking, that

kind of thing.

I think that petroleum was one. There were others

that were thought out more clearly as a result of questioning

whether they would be holes or not. I think the discussion

about the intersections, particularly when we went from the

five to ten miles, the intersections of transportation routes

and double checking with the Department of Transportation to9
4
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make sure that that was being taken care of by the Traffic

Control Engineers. Double checking with the National Guard

to make sure that they understood exactly what their role would

be in the case of an evacuation. I think things became more

clarified. I wouldn't want to say that it had to be called on'

a m .. c. c . , , g gjs't day"l; hit' these ~ were' c' Yea' " gaping holeaf bUt5' I' do ~

t

think that things could be tighter.

Q Was there anything you would characterize as a major

deficiency that was fcund in the plans?

A I guess the bigEest deficiency is something that

they certainly were aware of and that would be the need for -

a very large number of Medevac Units up from the Army. We did

then line up the Medevac Units from the Army. We tried to

make sure that we were getting as rapid a response to our

requests for support from the various government agencies

that were involved. The biggest thing for deficiencies, I
" " ''

gu$ss, was t$e need 'for somethiNg '11de $50 Medevac Units thdt

would have to be brought in and they would be stationed around

the Commonwealth; be started to be moving in, in case an evac-

uation was necessary,

Q Based on your experience throuE out the incidenth

with the benefit of hindsight, are there.any spe'cific changes

that you would recommend to the PEMA Legislation for the 1978

law?

A I think there has been a dramatic change that occurred

,
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as a result of this exercise, this crisis. That is the

realisation that the five mile radius is probably too small.

That's one realization, that we are probably Eoing to have to

move at least to a minimum of a ten mile evacuation. What

that means is that you greatly increase the problem of inter-

r,s J g.g . . ..
. g., . . , ,,,.- , , i ,

The five mile evacuation, you can really handle your evacuatior

within the county and use the resources within the county. So,

I think the inter-county coordination and cooperation becomes

much more difficult when you move to the ten mile evacuation.

That is going to require, I think, closer coordination of the

plans of the various counties. However, I think existing law
,

'

( :

(; ' does permit PEMA to not accept the plans from the county to

make sure that they relate well to our plans. So, I am not

sure there is a need for a change in the law, but I do believe

that there will be a lot of changes in the thinking of how we

wo$1d approacil an evacuation'lik5"th15.~ ~ ' ' ' ''

~
' '

Q You are aware that the five to ten mile is not really

part of the law. It's part of the plans.

A Right, I understand that. What I guess I am saying

is that when you move from five to ten miles, it's not really

just a question of distance. It's really a question of now,

you are involving many more people. You are involving a much

more complex transportation system. You are' involving a much'

more complex situation as far as evacuation of nursing homes,
@

. .
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.

hospitals and so forth. There are many more people involved

in that area. :
!

Also, there is a psychological phenomenon here, that
,

I don't think we had adequately took into account previously.

That is the fact that you can't -- when you have a flood, you

know#wlieri th'e' water 1s E Eng t'o' Eo prehty ihu'Sh hnd y6u '6an ' '"t" * ~ ' '

pretty well contain people's reactions. We had individuals

that were reacting in almost a panic situation who live 30 miles

from the center of the crisis. We got all kinds of calls from

I
people at all distances and come of them rather humorous, 4

!
~

asking us about what k1nd of thinEs they could do and what the

'impact was going to be. It was a total lack of public under-

( standing aboub this kind of a problem.
!

For example, if you are going to plan on a ten mile
;

evacuation, does it make sens'e to move people from ten miles

into the 20 mile perimeter, which would have been the thinking.
u. .s ......m. .. ;u ,_: 4

previously. Perhaps you really have..arto move peopic far away
..

if you can't control individual's reactions. This whole

Iquestion of whether there was panic or not panic, another good

example of that is in the hospitals. There was some difficulty

just making sure that the hospitals were adequately staffed

because of individuals leaving. It did become a critical

problem, but it uas an indication, I believe, of people outside

a ten mile radius. An indication of this panic did exist.

These were professional people that Eot nervous and lef t. So,O
. . ,
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, . -

( r throughout this whole period there was a very delicate balanc'e
~ . ,

of trying to keep people reasonably assured what the situation

was, trying to get the most accurate information out to them,
trying to do worst case planning and at the same time not
incite a panic. That's the type of situation we were dealing
with,

?s . . + . . ~ . < - ,. . w m . - a, -.Q '," 'In response to, I guess, Representative Cohen's.. uae '" " '' i '

question earlier, you indicated that there were several people
who were meeting with the Governor on a very regular basis.

A Yes, sir.

Q Now I took that to mean an almost constant basis.

You identified those individuals as the Lieutenant Governor,
yourself, Mr. Aus, Mr. 'Critchlum and Mr. Walderman.

/~'T
(_1 A Yes, I would say to add to that, that is a very

limited list; but I would also add to that Tom Gerusky from

DER and Cliff Jones and thb Secretary of Agriculture, Penrose
Hollowell, not frequently.

" ' ' '

e off Dr.''Gordon
' Of' course, I didn't meEn'To".laav'

MacLaod, the Secretary of Health who was involved from

the very beginning and considerably throughout the whole
thing. So, there was, I guess, as large as a half a dozen.

That group may have been ten people.

Q You have touched upon my question because my reaction

to the list was that you had generalists there.

A Yes.

Q My specific question was, what state specialists did

.

*
4

?
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you depend upon? -

A Secretary of Health, Secretary of Environmental

Resources and his staff, Secretary of Agriculture. Uc brought

in specialists. We brought in one of the leading professionalc

in the county on this type of problem and Dr. Waller (phonetic)
,.. . -W m * from'the' University of Pittsburgh." He was'with us very early -

'

*-

in the crisis and we maintained telephone contact with him

throughout. So, there were a large number of specialists and

spent a considerable amount of time on the whole process with

us.

Q The last question, if we Got a phone call now and we

were told that there was a similar incident occurrinc at the

(c' Beaver Valley plant, how would the reaction of the state be

different than it was at Three Mile Island?

A I really can't answ'er that question. You would have

to go to the plant right there. It would depend on the
:' i u - r au ~ ,- -g g 3 gg;- .,z n.w a. .

REPRESENTATIVE COWELL: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Schmitt.

BY REPRESENTATIVE SCHMITT:

Q Can you tell me, sir, what is the specific meaning

insofar as incident that we are talking about, what the word

evacuation means? I think all of us have a general idea and

even a specific idea of what an evacuation means, even in
,

-

$
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~ '~

a situation of this kind, not necessarily your personal

definition, but the definition of the hard core groups doing

all of the activities in connection with an incident such as

this?

A I believe an evacuation would have been an open order

~ " " ' ' ' ' " ' ' " " ' ' "' td inov'e''lub' of the specifibd' radlus."

Q In other words, does it mean -- of course it doesn't,

but in this illustration, you have a five mile radius for

example. If you took a man and just have him step over that

hypothetical or imaginary line, does this make him an evacuee

at the five inile level or not?

A I think it's a very difficult situation. Obviously,

that five mile line would be very difficult to define.

Q It 's certainly imaginary.

A It's an imaginary'line, right, and you would also

have to face the question of whether or rut it's going to be

an evacuation that is ordered and ) hat if people decided not
~ ' ~

to evacuate? Are you going to force people to evacuate?

Q If we draf t the necessary legislation and try and

prevent or alleviate situations such as this, we are going to

have to have spec ific interpretations of the word . The word

evacuation which comes up frequently, does that mean food,

clothing, shelter? Does it mean housing, hospitalization, etc . ?

If so, who pays for those things? Property values depreciate

in the neighborhood of an incident such as this. Who's burden

.

0

$
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is this? Is this the burden of all the taxpayers or just the

people involved? That's things that. I would like to know. I

have my opinion as to what they mean, but I am not certain what

the people who will be responsible for directing the position,

what they mean. What does it mean to them?

. . c. y 9 . . y 5,,. , , .7 , ., ;N 3 ~ don ' t''uriderstand ' the ' question. ''i'-

> * -

The evacuation itself would be, I presume, in order that it

was in the best interest of the citizens of that area, for

their safety to evacuate the area. If it's done, you would

have to specify some kind of radius, whether it be five miles

or ten miles. You are' going to have the difficulty of

delineating that specific area. I don't know how you would

overcome that problem. I think you would be in litigation for

many, many years trying to resolve where that boundary was.

As far as the cost"of that evacuation, I think it

would depend totally on what prompted the evacuation and what
<< - . , < . ., . .. .

.
. ..

the long term consequences to the area is from the evacuation.

It's going to depend on case by case. Right now, as I said

before, I don't think we really have a regular handle on what

the long term impact of this incident is. I think this is one

of the greatest responsibilities we have is tryin6 to determinc-

what the health, social economic, environmental situations are

over long term. I think that's something we really have to

devote ourceives to.

REPRESENTATIVE SCHMITT: Thank you, sir. That's all,

9
.
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Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRIIAN WRIGHT: Representative Noah Wenger.

BY REPRESENTATIVE WENGER:

Q Mr. W11 burn, there has been a lot of speculation as

, , , , . , , , , -. _ to the. economic loss to, businesse,s or indivi, duals within a
. - e .. f-,.,,,,, .,

,

certain perimeter of TMI. What effort has been made to assess

the economic loss in this area? Have we made an attempt to

put any value upon that?

A Yes, sir.

Q And what procedures are we usind to determine that?

A I'm really not the person that can answer that.

( Perhaps it would be better of some others. I would refer to
'c

Robin Ross (phonetic), the Deputy Counsel to the Governor and

Richard Blanton (phonetic), ,who works for him and also Walt

Pacella (phonetic). Those are the individuals that have been

working and .trying to. identify whole , federal programs .that are- - t
,

available and trying to make sure that we do get what federal

assistance we are entitled to.

The only involvement that I had was that we did

travel and we did go to the White House and meet with White

House Aides. Jay Walderman and myself met with Representative n

from all of the major federal agencies that might be involved.

The only purpose of that meeting was to again, have them

reiterate and restate commitments to provide us with all of

4
.

9
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.

the avilable assistance.
'

Q But it seems like before you could qualify for the

aid, there would have to be a procedure for determining the

loss.

A Yes, sir.

. . r 3, 6,..q. .This is the concern-I have as to how do we determine 544,.33 <
t .4

!the loss in the first place?

A I know that Robin Ross and Wa1.t Pacella do have son e

very rough estimates and they are working on that. I really

can't answer that. I have not been involved. ,

REPRESEI7fATIVE WENGER: Thank you. ,

i

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Reid Bennett.

@
B'l REPRESENTATIVE BENNETT:

Q Dr. Wilburn, you, of course, are not sworn and no

one is insinuating anything. I just want to make sure for the

record ,that I.know where we are at. I want you to think very
v ,,

.
4' ; j , e, . g, ', ,

carefully. What time to your recollection did you arrive in

the Governor's office on Friday morning of March 30th?
i

A All I can say, as I said before, definitely it was

between 9:30 and 10:00.

Q You indicated earlier that it was 9: 15
A I do not believe I said that. 1 never said 9: 15, sir.

-

Q 9:30, I'm sorry.

A It was between 9:30 and 10:00. I know I was there by

0
g|'

~
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C;v, . .

10:00. I cannot specify the exact time. It was sometime before

that. L

Q Were you there, Dr. Wilburn, when Colonel Henderson

was present in the Governor's Office?

A I don't remember that visit. I don't think so. I

hate to .bei efinite, ,but you have, to , remember that,,du, ring thisd~4: : a. 3 ,, ,

entire period, Colonel Henderson certainly had visited the

Governor's Office many times. I don't believe that I was there

that morning when he was there. I may have been, though. I'm

not sure. ,

i

Q To your recollection, Doctor, were you in the j
i

Governor's Office while phone conversations were transpiring

(j|h between the Governor and the NRC people?

A Yes, sir, I was there at that time. This was with

Chairman Hendrie? .

Q Yes.
* W -| , . A. +.. . Ye s . . . , , ,-. ..

Q So, you then cannot testify as to whether or not

you heard a recommendation that Colone L Henderson made to the

Governor for an evacuation?

A That is correct. The only thing that I know is that

when I went into the office, the Governor was very concerned

about trying to determine the validit:1 of a recommendation

that he was referring to as being Dr. Collins' recommendation.

Q Well, according to the official log of Colonel
,

h'_

s =
,
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Henderson, 9:h5, the Governor asked the Director the depend-

ability of Dr. Collins. The Director informed the Governor i

that baced upon past experience, he is reliable and enjoys a

The Governor then asked the Director andgood reputation.

Colcnol Henderson for a recommendation and Colonel Henderson
from his official leg recommended a five mile evacuation.. . You>%v , . . . . , , . _,.<"

were telling thic Committee that you were not there at that

time?
What I am saying -- I don't remember being there atA

I
that time. I don't remember that particular conversation.

do remember the Governor being very concerned about a recommenda-

tion from a Dr. Collins. I never heard him say that anyone eine

other than Dr. Collirts had made that reconmendation.
;

R Thank you . Now, on Saturday morning, March 31st,

did you have occasion to go 'on that morning to the office of

the Civil Defense Director?
>.-s n t-' '
, , . . , ,

-
+ . . . .,_

,

A Yes.

Those are the offices over in the Highway and SafetyQ

Building?

A Yes.

Apprcximately how much time did you cpend there thatQ

morning?
I

I spent about two hours, I would say, I guess.A

Q Was Colonel Henderecn there?

A He was there for the latter part of that. I spent

|

;, , . . . .
.
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the beginning period with Mr. Craig Williamson.

Q And Mr. Williamson is the Deputy Director?

A Yes, that 's correc t. I was also there en Friday

afterncon.

Q Did you ask for Colonel Hendercon to be brought in
. i el -p v i' ' " * ' - 'l' ''' ' '' "'' '" -that' morning? '

A I knew that Colonel Henderson was en his uay. When

I went doun there, I talked with the Lieutenant Governor. I

was in the Lieutenant Governor's Office. We talk 7d with Craig

Williamson. He said that he was going to be there for about

an hour and then Colonel Henderson would be coming in and I

went down at that time to talk to both individuals.

Q Uhat was your general conversation with Colonel

Henderson that morning?

A Uith Colonel Henderson? By that time, I had spent

considerabic amount of ti:ne with Mr. Craig Williamson going
.e .

.

+-
. ... . ,, , . .. ..

.

over the evacuation plan and the organizational structure,

trying to cat some copies of different documents. I guess I

was reviewing and sort of cross-checking what I had done with

Mr. Williamson and Colonel Henderson was fairly' broad terms

at that point.

Q So, you would say then that you did have a liberal

conversation with Colonel Henderson that morning?

A That afternoon. It would have been -- it was af ter-

noon when he arrived. Liberal conversation, we had a conversa+

!
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tion in fairly broad terms about the evacuation matters.

Q Were you still at that point, Dr. Wilburn, concerned

uith using your expression " holes" in the evacuation plans?

A I was concerned to try to identify whether there

might be any.

'"'
''"Q '' We're you satisfied at' th'at po' int'that the holes had ~' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

~

been covered or pluCCed or whatever the term was that you used?

A Not at that time. Immediately after that meeting,

I had a meeting with General Scott. General Scott informed me

that he had individuals in each one of the counties. I asked

him to get an independent appraisal frcm those. I also, after

that point in time, talked with Secretary Larson about his

evaluation of the transportation plans. I also after that

point talked with Commissioner Dunn, state police, to get his

appraisal of the state polic'e interaction, continually trying

to crcss-check and make sure. I felt more and more comfortable
., o ,. , ,. .. . _.

as the day progressed that the evacuaticn plans were fairly

t1 ht for a five mile radius and were being developed rather.E

quickly for what I call a ten mile radius or 20 mile. I don't

believe we could have confined an evacuation to tan miles. So,

we had the plan going over into the 20 mile radius. It became

very critical for hospitals and other things.

By late that night, I would say 11 or 12:00 that

night, I felt very comfortable with certainly a five mile

evacuation plan and I would even go so far as to say the ten

_ em. . _ _. . . u ._ _ . . .
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- -

mile evacuation plan.
I did give a briefing to Mr. Watson,

Jack Watson, who in Assistant to the President in the White
House that afternoon, I believe, at about 5: 00 on what I
thought our status of the evacuation plans were at that point
I tried to give a cummary of that.

.

He received a briefing
. ... fro.m federal officials who' wer,e'6n the ' nite here from 6:

a . . . - v- , , ., i, : , . u -1 -. - <

00
until 8:30 that n1 ht. 1 asked him to please call me back and6

Give me another independent check on what his federal people
were saying about our evacuation plans.

We had another conversation, I believe some time
after 8:

00 that evening with Mr. Watson and Gene Hietenberg
who is a Deputy in the White House.

,

They told me that theyg
were very pleased with our evacuation plans. They told me
that they were very pleased with our evacuation plans and they
thought that we were neking -- that the plans that we had were

adeauate and we were making great progress in taking care of

someofthespecific'nursindNomesandhospitalsandconcerned
,77 2,.. ,

about where we needed additional resources.

So, you know, I hope it's clear that at no time did
we want to interfere with the direct operation of PEMA

.

In ten tiona lly,
I did not sit next to Mr. Henderson. Instead,

we were trying just to double check to get independent infor-
mation,

just to make sure that everybody was comfortable that

we were doing everything that we could do to make our evacuation
plan as sufficient and effective as possibic. We were just

a

3 .
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. .

,

trying to exchange information around the horn and try each*

to the other, identify any problems that might exist. I think

there were some suggestions that were useful. Most of the

work that was being done, I think was very competent. It was

proceeding along quite well.

e 4.w s . 4 ,4 , , , . g. s , g . ,g. . .,.
, ,,

Generally satisfied with the evacuation plan of Colonel

Henderson and that PEMA had ccme up with?

A I was generally satisfied again with the five mile

eva0uation plan. I would say as of midnight on Saturday ni ht,E

I was satisfied with the ten mile evacuation plan, 20 mile

evacuation plan.

Q Dr. Wilburn, did you personally meet with any of

tha County Directors outside of the immediate area here as
'

regards to the evacuatien p1ans?

A I only met with Kevin Maloy (phonetic) from Dauphin
, . t ., , ..;

County. I did get reports through General Scott from all the

other counties.

Q 'That were those reports from General Scott as far as.

the other counties were concerned?

A Generally favorable reports that the National Guard

was convinced that wt could effect a five or ten mile

evacuation.

Q Five or ten mile?

A Again, ten mile, by this I mean by that Saturday )9,

*

|
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9
night, but five miles earlier in the crisis.

Q It is our understanding, Doctor, that the Guard was

on a White Alert. How long in your opinion would it take for

them to get to the next status and then physically on the scene ?

A These estimates are extremely difficult to make. The

u.u- .: c ~

<estimate'that the Guard'was givinE us was four hoursT*I thinkO. , ,

that was fairly optimistic. You have to remember that being

on Uhite t.lert means something different if you just went on

it, let's say, tcday. However, there was a gradual buildup

in readiness and psychological readiness in sort of people

realizing that they might be called at any time. The lead

times do get reduced in a situation like that and every day

the lead time would become less. Perhaps by Saturday or Sunday,

that might have been realistic. I think in normal situations,

that's fairly optimistic.

REPREFE!.'TATIVE DENIETT: Thank you, Dcetor, for your

a: *
- , . .. . . .,

,

CHAIPMAll U21GHT: Representative Bill DeWeese.

3Y REPRESENTATIVE DeUEEJE:

Q Dr. 'd11 burn, on Thursday, a gentleman named

Utcrnglass (phonetic) recommended that pregnant women and

pre-school children be evacuated, I believe.
1

A Yes, sir. |

Q Help me with my chronology. On Thursday evening, |

the Governor in his preGG conference indicated that that would

.
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not be necessary. However, on the next day he chanEed his

imind and persued that option.

A Yes, sir. !

Q Could you help me and explain the sequence of events

; that helped him change his mind?
2: .. Q a @ ,: r i....A e A * Again; I~have to pointi out again ihht T was~not * *,

involved Wednecday or Thursday. So, I am really relating

what happened from Friday morning on. It was because of the

uncontrolled -- what was believed to be at that time an
uncontrolled release'from the plant that caused everyone Ereat

concern that if it happened once, perhaps happen again, besides

the assurances that we had received previously. That's why

() the precautionary measure was taken.

Q Just one final question to follow up on what Chairmar
O'Brien asked you. We obvio' sly t ave -- or at least, I believeu

ue have a direct conflict in what the Governor was saying and
..ya~"

wha t ' 'Colone l'Ile rid e rso n "wa s say in g .' Hatura.1Iy[de~will[eha
chance to ask Colonel Henderson later en this morning. Do,

you believe that there is an area here of indirect statements

or do we have som3one not te'lling the truth? What's your

opinien, sir? You we:e close to the incident af ter Friday.
You were close to the evacuation. Who's telling tSe truth?t

A Well, if you put yourself in that situation, I

believe that Dr. Collins did make a recommendation on the
evacuation. I believe that the Governor at that point in time

,

fd[, i i2 -- . *
,
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would have taken any recommendation for evacuation to be

coming from Dr. Collins h1 the NRC or to be coming from our

own DER. If that ccourred, I am not sure. Thah probably just

simply would have been with Colonel Henderson a slip of tongue

uith that information and would have viewed that recommendation

* as ~naving Tome ' rom Dr. Collins. " As'I naid,"al'.. -< a s,3 w ~ ' "
1'I k'ow 1's the'f n

fac t that when I walked inte the room, the concern was the
,

rococmendation from Dr. Collins concerning an evacuation. I

belteve that the source of any recommendaticn on evacuation

would be based on the risk -- that risk assessment would be

coming from either the NRC or from our own DER. He immediately

called the Chaircan of the NRC. Immediately called our own

individuals in DER to try to get as much information as possibl a

about this Dr. Collins, who h3 wa s, whether or not wc should

act on his recomcendation. Again, I am being highly tjeculativ 3

if Colonel Henderson was involved in that.
nan s...,

.REPREEENTATIVE De'dEESE: I will yield to Chairman
'~'

, i. . . .
, . . . . . . ..

O'Brien.

BY REPRESENTATIVE O'BRIEN:

Q You are not really ansuering his question. You are

going around the outsidt.. You don't know whether Colonel

Henderson --

A I have said that that's correct. I do not know. All

I know is that the Governor was very concerned about a

recommendation of Dr. Collins.

.
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Q Before in an answer, you said you didn't think so.3

A No, I'do not know. I 'didn ' t mean te say -I ' don ' t

think so.- I do not know what Colonel Henderson said.;.

Q You don't know. He could have passed on what Collin

said to the Governor.
u. -s L.r w . in , ,3 . wp e. ~ ..tr. .m t ..*..r. :,.

A 'Absold...tely._ .I do'not. 4,s. That's e' correct
.c- : . .c t... .

know.

i answer.

Q Tha only thing I get out of this, and I dcn't mind

the Governor putting you in charge to over' ice tnat things are

okay, but I still feel that you bypassed an er.perienced,
'

dedicated Head of Civil Defense, Colonel Hendersca, and sort
,

; of put him on the side. Whether he was a holdover or not,
' OV I don't want to bring politics in. The fact is, that he was

it;nored in many cases, t.m I right or wrong?
'

A It/ role was not to replace Colonel Hend 'rson. The
i

) only role that I played was to gather information for the
+m.n. m . :,, :u . . , , , .< .vw,- ,.p _,:c ;,. . .

Governor as a cross-check on the adequacy of our emergency4

4 ~ plan.
<

Q Well, wouldn't it be an important place for you to

go, the first place would bc.to go to Colonel Henderson

because of his knowledge?

A And he did go to Colonel Henderson and --'

Q I'm talking about you. You went over to his Deputy.
.

A 'But at that point when I was given that assignment

to cross-check, I went ' immediately. Colcnel Henderson was not

. . .
. -.
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there. I talked to his Deputy and then I talked with Colonel

Henderson.

Q Eut ycu did not even call him and ask him to meet

you there. When he walked in, all you did was said hello.

A I think I told him what I was doing there.

u t ., . g g.e md d'sh -- I hk M MM. .,. . ,.-. . .

Henderson, we will ask him, but he came in late. Now, all you

said to him was helle.

A That's not my :nemory. I was telling him --

Q You went over the whole thing with your discussion

with the Deputy?

, _
A I went over some of the points that I discussed with

i

t' the Deputy.

Q Did you ever call the Colonel in regards to the

avacuation?
'

A Absolutely, he sat in the Governor's Office for some
.c s.a e . .: < , ,

. . . . . , .. -. ,

time discussing the evacuation. We discussed the equipment

that we received from various places. We did have discussions

abcut the evacuation. As I pojnted out before, I was basically

sat'.sfied with the information that I was receiving. I was

e sentia11y letting Colonel Henderscn do his job.

Q Do you think th?", Colonel Henderson is qualified and

!mowledccable in the leadership that he is in in Civil Defense "

A It's difficult for me to answer that question. I |
|

think throughout this period he did an adequate job.
( ;
L;

~

. -
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BY REPRESENTATIVE DeUEESE:4

Q An adequate jcb, sir? Only adequate?. This is very

impcrtant because vie have tc figure cut, sir, if --

CHAIEMAll WRIGHT: Representative DeWeese, I believe

the minority vice-chairman has the floor at the moment.

g .u - g,w g i t. g.,..;su; ,:,- s , . , , , ..e..s , , ., ,
.

BY REPRESENTATIVE 0'BRIEN:

Q Are you saying it's just a fair job?

A I did not go into the situation to evaluate Colonel

Henderson's performance. That wasn't my role. I was trying

to evaluate whether or not the plans as they existed could
r

) have been carried out. I felt convinced that, in fact, he

cculd do a good job. Okay, I didn't use the term adequate.

I didn't choose my terms very carefully. I think the balance

would have been carried cut in an effective manner and I

><-.so* wouldn't have had Ereat concern. ,- y ., . . , . p , , , , , ,,

Q Why would you use the term as if to say: well,

under the condt tons maybe we all did a fairly good job, which

I probably would have given you the same credit and I didn't

even know you were involved in it.

A I think we all did a good job. I stand corrected on

the testimony and I --

Q I want to say for the record for a rookie coming in

and not having the knowledge, I really don' t know what you did,
C)
(/ but I am very disappointed that you bypassed somebody like

,

*w,e ,
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Colonel Headerson.
N If you didn't want him,'ou should havey
: Eot rid of him.

.,

He .was there, you should have used him,n
A I dcn't believe we bypassed him.

QIAIR!AN WRIGHT: Representative DeWecce.

REPRESENTATIVE D'eWEESE: No further questions.
ge wp . ,W c.. < , - 1W . r. o. , - h o ,

+ CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: " Repres,entative' Cohen.
y . . .. ,s .-.

BY REPRESENTATIVE COHEN:

.
Q In today 's politics, there is reference to a vote,

i

of the Environmental Public Works Committee in Washington

which denies states without NRC approved evacuation plans, the
right to have nuclear reactors. I wonder if you could shed

h light on why the evacuation plan of Pennsylvania is not NRCf_e-

approved?

A I really can't answer that. It was submitted, I
believe, in April of 1975 to the IEiC for their concurrence.

-

They do not approve any. plans, it.'s. concurrence >with state4 : .: ,, . . yy;-

-.- a ' -c'.~ C,

plans. At that time, I do not know for what reasons, it was
not concurred with. It has not been recubmitted since that
time, officially, for that concurrence.

-

Q One final question. You used the phrase " lead time"
and the phrase " notice." Are they synonymous, lead time for

the purpose of having -- for the purpose of setting up an,

evacuation, is that synonymous with notice?
A I think it would depend on the context in which the

O terms was used.V

'?.:| '
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Q Ue have a lead time of 24 hours for an evacuation.

Does that mean we have notice of 24 hours for an evacuation?

A No, the specific question that was asked of me before,

if I remamber correc tly, in uhat was the lead time en a melt-

down. It's my understanding that the lead time on a meltdown
. ... , .. . u. ,. , , ,

.

. , ,. w.p n. . . , ..,. < . .

- >
.

wculd have been 24 hours. There were other' scenarios that

would have had other lead times of 10 to 24 hours.

Q Doen lead time mean the same as notice?

A Again, I think it depends on the context in which the

term is used.

EEPliESEl:TATIVE CCHEU: Thank you.

CHAIRITAN t!RIGHT: Representative Geesey.

BY REPRESENTATIVE GEESEY:

Q Mr. Secretary, I would like to state for the record
,

so there is no question about where I stand If the NRC's.

performance on.an evacuation plan is at all similar to their ,, ,,

performance prior to the incident ut TMI, God help us all

because we are all in trouble. Why their evacuation plan and

business is beyond me, because they haven't got the capacity

and capability to determine adequately an evacuatb n plan.

As far as your testimony is concerned, five mile

evacuation was in place by Wednesday night, ten mile by

Saturday midn1E t. Colonel IIenderson's testimony indicatedh

a ten mile evacuation in place by Friday night and 20 mile by

Saturday.

,
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Let me tell ycu, gen tler.en , that is not true. There .

nre ccmmunities that v:ere within the five mile range of TMI

that did not cet its five mile plan until Friday morning in

the niil. All of cne ccunty did nct receive a ten mile or 20

mile evacuation plan until Sunday af ternoon. I am still

# ~" # conDinced 'thaE that' e'vacuatic'n plan "is 'aI dicaster. i~ '' '

i

Now, tray 1'e what you say applies tc scme counties.
'

Let me assure you that it did not apply to all counties. Le t

ne c1co accure you that I am faulting neither you nor Colonel

Henderson nor FEMA, because althouch you may have had plans

in place, the distributien of those planc are totally dependent

upon the ccunties and their directions and the directions that

they received frcn their leaderchip. In some areas, that |
|
iIr. lership warn't there. The directions weren't given.

So, while ycu may h' ave had exec 11ent plans at the

tcp, ';cu did not have an inforced volunteer force that would

e- , . . . ,, . .. . .

.

~These
..

have parformed had they known, at the 1ccal level.
. .

'

evacuation plans can only be delivered er carried out if they

are prcperly disseminated to local officials. They were not

d is accina ted . It could not hcVe been dene. Perhaps in some

counties, but not in all counties. Some counties, had you

tried a five or ten mile or 20 mile evacuation Saturday, let i

me tell you, it would have been a disacter because it wouldn't

have happened.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Itkin.
Q,
,

-
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BY REFEESENTATIVE ITKIN:
.

Q Dr. W11 burn, as I underctand it, there were several

ccnversations that the OcVernor had with the URC on the day of

March 30th?

A Yes, air,
a,, .i.ar .. .. - .

, ~ . . . . . . .. . ' :.,

Q Now, you mentioned one in the mornin6 What was the

next one, to the best of your knowledge?

A There was one at 10:00, I believe. There was one

'oetween 11: 30 and 11: 45

Q And they proceeded into the afternoon?

?. I believe there was one in the afternoon also, but

I don't retember that an vividly as I do those two in the

ncrning.

Q At what time, to the best of your knowledge, did the

OcVernor become aware of the'co-called hydrogen bubble or the

ability to call the plant?
;. , , ,

.
. , , , ,

A I believe that was late in the afternoon. I do not

know what tirae .

Q Did he learn that thrcugh conversations with the NRC?

A I was not present utwo he first learned cf that,

because I was representinp; hLa at the PEMA. So, I am not a

very good one to talk about that. There is a period of several

hours that af ternoon when I was involved in the transportation

department. I was not precent in the Governor's Office. So,

what transpired Friday af ternoon, I believe others could answer

.

Aw M e- e . . w, e 5 , ,- .g
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better than mycelf.

Q Ycu indicated earlier in your testimony this morning

that you really didn't have much information as to the nature

and cause cf this accident in which the emission had occurred

Monday -- I cean Friday mcrning. Did you subsequently find out

' " ' ~ ' ' ' ' what 'had happen'ed or did the Governor feel that'that was not .,

fcr his decisicn making procens?

A It's rty understanding, again, as I said, I was not

there for the entire Friday afternoon. So, there may be some

holes. It's my understanding that we had a much clearer

picture of, at least, what wac thought to have happened that

To continue discussions with Chairman IIendrie andafternoon.
/-

2 also, of course, Mr. Danton arrived that af ternoon to talk to
the Governor from the cite and then came in for a rather lengtl y

briefing that evening.
-

Q 'Jare you aware of the fact that there was some

discussion at NEC during~ the day of March 30 that there maya .s .. . , , . .

have been required continuous emission, perhaps that two hour

intervals during that day?

I was not aware of that discussion that was goin6A

on at the NRC.
Did you have any knowledge about net that the dis-Q

cussion had occurred, but that was an alleged fact?

A I personally did not.

Q Do you know if the Governor knew?
gg

-
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A I do not know. .

REPREEENTATIVE ITKIli: I have no further questions.

BY CHAIRMAN WRIGiff:

Q Dr. Wilburn, one last question. You have said that

e.n , 4 the. five mile evacuation could .have been done within .three go,- ,

hours. Was that the number you gave us?

A I believe that was our best estimate. This was

some time into the crisis. This was Saturday when the state

of readiness was heightened.

Q I understand that that depends on the fact that the

public was glued to its radio.

{j We already had a voluntary evacuation by almost half iA

of the people that lived in the area.

Q My question is, if there were a call now as a
,

reactionary emerr,ency that required an evacuation of the five

': mile radius, do you 'have an estimation of what time that would ,

take?

A My guess would be that it would be five or six hours.

Again, that's based upon input from Colonel Henderson and other

sources. I have no independent way of ascertaining that.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Thank you very much on behalf of

the Committee, Dr. Wilburn. I do want to thank you for

appearing here this morning. We will let you off the hook now

and we will take a five minute break and allow our stenographer
,

k- to refresh her paper supply.- .

..,|; q:
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(The hearing concluded at 11:45 A.F.)

.,. t , . . ,.., .,- , , . a o ,; n u . . > . > '., , ,. ,, , . n, . . ,. ,, ..;, .,,

I hereby certify that the proceedings and evidence

taken by me before the !!ouce Select Committee - Three Mile

Island are fully and accurately indicated in my notes and that~

this is a true and correct transcript of came.
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